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Abstract: To understand the self-assembly process of the transition metal
(TM) nanoclusters and nanowires selfsynthesized by hydroquinone (HQ)
and calix[4]hydroquinone (CHQ) by
electrochemical redox processes, we
have investigated the binding sites of
HQ for the transition-metal cations
TMn + = Ag + , Au + , Pd2 + , Pt2 + , and
Hg2 + and those of quinone (Q) for the
reduced neutral metals TM0, using ab
initio calculations. For comparison,

TM0–HQ and TMn + –Q interactions, as
well as the cases for Na + and Cu +
(which do not take part in self-synthesis by CHQ) are also included. In general, TM–ligand coordination is controlled by symmetry constraints imKeywords: ab initio calculations ·
hydroquinone · metal-cation–p interactions · nanowires · transition
metals

Introduction
Noncovalent interactions play a dominant role in many forefront areas of modern chemistry and biology.[1] One such example is the cation–p interaction, which now has been characterized in a wide range of contexts.[2–12] Interest in designing superfunctional materials involving these noncovalent
interactions has grown dramatically during the past few decades.[13–16] Recently, Hong et al. reported self-assembled
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posed on the respective orbital interactions. Calculations predict that, due to
synergetic interactions, silver and gold
are very efficient metals for one-dimensional (1D) nanowire formation in
the self-assembly process, platinum and
mercury favor both nanowire/nanorod
and thin film formation, while palladium favors two-dimensional (2D) thin
film formation.

arrays of calix[4]hydroquinone (CHQ) nanotubes and selfsynthesized metal nanoclusters, nanowires, and nanostructures.[17, 18] In this self-synthesis process, transition-metal catACHTUNGREions TMn + can be bound inside (or outside) the CHQ nanotubes, and the redox reaction toward oxidized calix[4]quinones (CQ) yields reduced transition-metal nanowires (or
thin films): CHQ + 8/nTMn + !CQ + 8/nTM + 8H + . Understanding this mechanism is of importance for the self-synthesis of nanowires using organic molecular systems.
Since each CHQ has four hydroquinone (HQ) moieties,
and CQ has four quinone (Q) moieties, we may consider
these monomeric units as a part of the model system, in
which the overall electrochemical reaction is HQ + 2/nTMn +
!Q + 2/nTM + 2H + . In this process, the reduction potential
E0 for Q + 2H + + 2e !HQ is 0.70 V in aqueous solution.
The reduction potential of this model system also applies to
the “real” TMn + /CHQ nanosystems, because the spontaneous redox process in aqueous solution is observed only in
five metal cation systems with E0 < 0.70 V, that is, Ag + ,
Au + , Pd2 + , Pt2 + , and Hg2 + , where the E0 values are 0.80,
1.69, 0.95, 1.12, and 0.85 V, respectively. The spontaneous reduction does not take place for Cu + , because its E0
value is 0.52 V, and is thus less negative than that of Q.
There is, however, no direct relation between the magnitude
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of the resulting redox potential and the efficiencies of the
observed redox reactions for the nanowire formation. While,
for example, uniformly aligned silver nanowire arrays are
formed with Ag + in a fast redox reaction that releases
0.1 V, the experiment suggests that the reduction of Pd +
yields only thin layers of metallic palladium, though the
overall redox potential is more negative (DE0 = 0.25 V).
To understand the self-synthesis and self-assembly phenomena of this nanomaterial, it is essential to investigate
the interactions of HQ and Q with the transition-metal catACHTUNGREions and the reduced neutral metal atoms. Furthermore, the
cation–HQ/Q model system plays an important role in
chemistry and biology due to the strong electron-donating/
accepting abilities, for example, as electron carriers through
p backdonation.[19–22] Therefore, an investigation of transition-metal binding with p systems such as quinoid molecules
is important in a more general context, that is, for understanding the basis of metal-promoted transformations of aromatic compounds, which may lead to the design of novel
nanomaterials.
In the present work, we discuss the interactions between
the ring compounds (HQ and Q) and transition-metal catACHTUNGREions (TMn + = Ag + , Au + , Pd2 + , Pt2 + , and Hg2 + ) and their
neutral counterparts by using ab initio calculations. For comparison, the metal cations Na + and Cu + as well as the
ligand benzene (Bz) are also included, and Na is included in
the TM notation for convenience. We investigate the conformational structures, binding sites, and binding energies,
which are essential for understanding of the self-assembly
process of the transition-metal nanoclusters, nanowires and
nanofilms self-synthesized from HQ/CHQ by electrochemical redox processes. Furthermore, implications from energy
changes with respect to the redox process are discussed.

the counterpoise method.[28] Zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections were made using the MP2/aVDZ frequency calculations. All numbers reported here refer to this MP2ACHTUNGRE(full)/
aVTZ//MP2ACHTUNGRE(full)/aVDZ approach with interaction energies
including ZPE and BSSE corrections. The basis sets and
pseudopotentials were retrieved from the EMSL Basis Set
Library.[29] Charges were calculated based on natural bond
orbital (NBO) analysis.[30]

Results and Discussion
We have considered four different conformations for the
binding of TMs with HQ/Bz/Q (Figure 1). pcen denotes centrosymmetric h6-coordinate complexes (h4 in the case of

Figure 1. Binding sites of TMn + complexes with HQ (top), Bz (middle),
and Q (bottom). Symmetries are given in parentheses. Note that the
TM–OH plane is perpendicular to the ring plane in sO-bound TMn + –HQ.

Computational Details
All calculations were performed at the MP2ACHTUNGRE(full) level of
theory.[23] DunningLs correlation consistent basis sets[24] were
employed, that is, aug-cc-pVDZ for the non-metal elements
C, H, and O, and cc-pCVDZ for Na. For the remaining
metal centers, the scalar relativistic pseudopotentials
(MWB) of the Stuttgart–Dresden–Bonn type were used, replacing 10 (Cu),[25] 28 (Pd, Ag),[26] or 60 (Pt, Au, Hg)[26] core
electrons. The valence space was described by the corresponding (8s7p6d)/ACHTUNGRE[6s5p3d] basis sets. This basis-set combination is abbreviated as aVDZ. All minima were identified
through analysis of the Hessian matrix from frequency calculations.
Interaction energies were determined by calculating MP2ACHTUNGRE(full)/aVTZ single points on the optimized MP2/aVDZ minimum geometries. For the aVTZ basis set, a set of two f and
one g polarization functions were added to the valence basis
set of the transition-metal atoms (Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, Au,
Hg),[27] the cc-pCVTZ basis set was used for Na, and the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was employed for C, H, and O. Basis
set superposition error (BSSE) corrections were done with
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TM-Q), poff denotes complexes in which the TM coordinates
off-center towards the perimeter of the ring; pC stands for
h3 coordination (located above a single carbon of Bz), and
sO stands for coordination to an oxygen lone pair of HQ or
Q. In the following, the conformations for the binding of the
cationic/neutral TM with HQ and Q are discussed. Where
applicable, comparisons to the most stable TM–Bz complexes are made.
Binding of TMn + to HQ: In the initial stage of the self-assembly within the redox process, a metal cation interacts
with a HQ moiety. A metal cation may bind to HQ either
by coordinating to the p face (ring site) or to a lone pair of
an oxygen atom (O site). The general aspect of oxygen
versus ring binding was discussed previously for singly
charged 3d transition-metal cations with phenol.[31] In these
systems, the ring binding site is found to be favored over the
O binding site. Differences in bond strength (to the ring
site) among the 3d series are reflected by the difference in
binding energies (BEs) of the corresponding TM + –(C6H6)
complexes.
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In transition-metal-cation–arene complexes,[32] the pbonding to an aromatic ligand L is generally discussed in
terms of the L!TM p–d donation and the TM!L d–p*
backdonation.[33, 34] For main-group cations, the bonding situation is simpler than for transition-metal cations, as the
bonding is dominated by purely electrostatic contributions,
that is, charge–dipole and charge–quadrupole interactions.
The interaction of Na + with HQ, for example, results in a
moderate binding energy of 23–24 kcal mol1 (Table 1) with
no distinct preference for either the ring site or the O site.
The 3d transition metal cation Cu + on the other hand clearly favors a pcen coordination at the ring site with a much
larger binding energy of 60.4 kcal mol1, reflecting p backbonding contributions. The sO-bound isomer is 17 kcal mol1
less favorable in energy (43.5 kcal mol1).
Like Cu + , the Ag + and Au + cations also favor a ringbound conformation over a sO coordination, which again is
due to the additional L TM p backdonation in the pbound complex. For Ag(HQ) + , there is not even a minimum
for sO coordination; rather, the silver ion moves downhill
on the energy surface towards the ring site. The structural
features in the two lighter complexes, Cu(HQ) + and
Ag(HQ) + are still governed by strong electrostatic character
of the bonding in these complexes. Au + on the other hand
stands out and prefers a poff coordination outside the center
on the perimeter of the ring. This deviation from a central
position in the cationic gold complex is also observed for
the corresponding benzene complex (Table 1). Such a phenomenon is ascribable to symmetry restrictions, as has been
shown previously by Dargel et al.[35]
In the Au + –HQ case, the situation may be characterized
as follows. Owing to the d10 occupation in the noble metal
cation, the L!TM pp–dp donation is not straightforward. A
pcen structure in TM(HQ) + is C2-symmetric; Figure 2 shows
a schematic representation of the relevant orbital symmetries. While the L TM p* backdonation is viable from the
doubly occupied dxy and dx2y2 orbitals into the empty
LUMO orbitals of matching symmetry, there are restrictions
for donations from the ligand to the electron-deficient
metal. Within C2 symmetry, the highest occupied p MO of
HQ (belonging to the b irreducible representation) may not
interact with the empty 6s orbital (because it is of different
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Figure 2. Schematic molecular orbital diagram for a TM–HQ complex. A
C2h-symmetric HQ ligand has two p-type HOMOs of bg symmetry and
two p-type LUMOs of au symmetry. In a pcen C2-symmetric complex,
these transform into the b and a irreducible representations, respectively.
Similarly, the atomic s and d orbitals of the TM transform into either a
or b irreducible representation, which may then overlap with the ligandLs
orbitals of matching symmetry.

!

symmetry) of the metal cation. Upon changing from C2 symmetry to C1, no such limitations exist, and the highest occupied HQ orbitals now all transform into the “a” representation, such that the HOMO of HQ can interact with the
6s(a) orbital of Au. As a consequence, the electron transfer
from HQ to Au + is possible, because the relativistic effects
dramatically lower the energy of the 6s orbital, making it
highly electrophilic.[36] Accordingly, in the C1-symmetric
Table 1. Binding energies in kcal mol1 of TMn + –L complexes (L = HQ, Bz, Q) including ZPE contributions
Au(HQ) + complex, the suband BSSE corrections, calculated at the MP2/aVTZ//MP2/aVDZ level of theory. Values are given only for
stantial s-orbital occupation
structures that correspond to local minima. Boldface entries indicate lowest energy structures.
along with considerable charge
n+
ACHTUNGRE(TM –L)
L = HQ
L = Bz
L=Q
transfer is observed, and the
poff
sO
pcen
poff
pC
pcen
poff
sO
pcen
partial charge on the ligand
1
ACHTUNGRE(Na+–L)
23.1
23.6
21.7[a]
4.5
4.5
25.6
1
+
[b]
amounts to q(HQ) = 0.31.
ACHTUNGRE(Cu –L)
60.4
43.5
57.2
31.4
35.4
47.5
1
ACHTUNGRE(Ag+–L)
42.3
40.9[c]
21.9
25.0
34.3
The charge transfer from a
1
ACHTUNGRE(Au+–L)
56.8
71.7
43.2
55.0
67.1[d]
66.2
41.5
56.1
51.1
neutral
ligand L to a cationic
1
ACHTUNGRE(Pd2+–L)
239.3
237.1
232.8
196.3
176.4
91.2
+
metal
TM
is only possible in
1
ACHTUNGRE(Pt2+–L)
249.8
258.7
218.6
224.5
204.7
213.3
162.9
141.3
1
2+
appreciable
amounts
if the ioniACHTUNGRE(Hg –L)
125.6
144.7
172.1
126.3
129.0
129.5
92.7
88.1
122.5
3
zation energy IE(L)  IE(TM).
ACHTUNGRE(Pd2+–L)
215.3
204.2
182.5
117.4
107.0
3
ACHTUNGRE(Pt2+–L)
238.2
220.1
209.7
188.4
175.8
Thus, in the other TM + –HQ
complexes, the charge transfer
[a] Exptl 22.1  1.4, ref. [47]. [b] Exptl 52  5, ref. [48]. [c] Exptl 37.4  1.7, ref. [49]. [d] Exptl 69  7, ref. [50].
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Figure 3. Binding scenarios of poff TMn + complexes with HQ. Orbitals
which may overlap are schematically shown. a) p(HQ) HOMO matches
an s(TM) orbital, and b) p(HQ) HOMO matches a dxz(TM) orbital.

radii[39] of Na + (95 pm) and Cu + (96 pm) are nearly identical—and it yields a much stronger binding energy of D0 =
60.4 kcal mol1, which is partly due to the L TM p-backdonation. Owing to the larger ionic radius of Ag + (126 pm)
compared to Cu + , the metal–ligand distance increases to
211 pm such that the binding energy of Ag + –HQ is smaller
and amounts to D0 = 42.7 kcal mol1. In the heavier cationic
gold complex, the metal–ligand distance is 200 pm and thus
shorter than in the silver complex, even though the ionic
radius of Au + is 137 pm and thus larger than that of Ag + .
Relativistic contraction of the 6s orbital along with destabilization of the 5d shell to permit better dp–pp overlap for
backbonding affords a strong interaction with covalent character.[40] Therefore, both the L!TM s donation into the
Au(6s) orbital and the L TM p backdonation from the
Au(5d) orbitals are large, and the binding energy amounts
to 71.7 kcal mol1. The features of the p-bound monocationic TM + –HQ structures by and large resemble those of their
benzene counterparts. The slightly larger binding energy in
TM + –HQ as compared to TM + –Bz is attributed to the
larger electron density in HQ, which provides more efficient
electron transfer to the electron-deficient cationic metal.
For the HQ complexes with the doubly charged metals
Pd2 + , Pt2 + , and Hg2 + , efficient L!TM donation (i.e., electron transfer from the ligand to the dicationic metal) is even
more important. The ionization energies of the corresponding monocations Pd + , Pt + , and Hg + are 19.43, 18.56, and
18.76 eV, respectively.[38] Therefore, the charge transfer is accordingly large, and the partial charges on HQ are 1.02,
1.30, and 1.14 in Pd(HQ)2 + , Pt(HQ)2 + , and Hg(HQ)2 + , respectively. We note that in this work, only interaction energies between the two counterparts are considered, since the
binding energies with respect to the lowest-energy asymptotes (TM + + L + ), are not of primary interest. Thus, the resulting dicationic complexes only represent metastable
minima on the corresponding potential energy surfaces.
The arguments for the Au + complex regarding the change
from C2 symmetry to C1 also apply to TM2 + –HQ, particularly for the heavier 5d elements, where the 6s orbitals are relativistically lowered in energy (see for example reference [41] for a discussion of binding anomalies in HgII complexes). Pd2 + and Pt2 + have unoccupied d orbitals which
!

is only small (q(HQ)  0.02), which is in line with the ionization energy of HQ (7.99 eV)[37] versus those of Na, Cu, Ag,
and Au, which are 5.14, 7.73, 7.59, and 9.23 eV, respectively.[38]
For analogous reasons as above, the binding properties of
TM + –HQ are mirrored in the corresponding TM + –Bz complexes, in which the monocations Na + , Cu + , and Ag + are
pcen coordinated, whereas Au + binds in a h2 fashion to the
perimeter of the ring. The charge transfer in the TM + –Bz
complex is again only noticeable in the gold complex
(q(Bz) = 0.21); it is smaller than in the TM + –HQ complex,
due to the higher IE of benzene (9.24 eV).[37]
An h2 complex with benzene is sixfold degenerate. With a
ligand like HQ, however, there are two energetically different poff sites for complexation above a CC bond due to the
lower symmetry of the HQ ligand, that is, one with TMn +
sitting above C1C2 (in the proximity to the OH group, Figure 3 a) and one above C2C3 (Figure 3 b). If poff coordinat-

ed, most of the cations studied here prefer binding to C2
C3 because of better pp–dxz overlap—the metal sits above
the nodal plane such that the two dxz lobes with opposite
sign overlap with the matching p lobes of the ligandLs
HOMO. Only those metals with a full d10 shell and a highly
electrophilic 6s orbital bind to C1C2, such that a single 6s
lobe may overlap with a p lobe of the same sign. Accordingly, the latter is preferable for
the gold cation and for the poffbound mercury dication, due to Table 2. Selected MP2/aVDZ structural parameters of TMn + –L complexes (L = HQ, Bz, Q), given in pm. d
ring
favorable pp–6s overlap.
denotes the length of the TMn + –L distance vector perpendicular to the ligandLs plane defined by at least three
In the p-bound Na + –HQ carbon atoms. For the off-center structures, the distance doff of the TM–L axis (dring) away from the ring center
n+
system, the metal–ligand dis- is also given. dO is the TM –O distance in sO complexes. Boldface entries indicate lowest energy structures.
n+
L = HQ
L = Bz
L=Q
tance is 249 pm (Table 2), and TM
poff
sO
pcen
poff
pC
pcen
poff
sO
pcen
the charge induced ion–dipole
dring
dring/doff
dO
dring
dring/doff
dring/doff
dring
dring/doff
dO
interactions afford a ZPE corNa +
249
217
241
270
275/115
214
rected binding energy of D0 =
170
192
170
178
195/108
189
Cu +
23.1 kcal mol1. The cationic Ag +
211
212
209
218/111
213
copper–HQ complex is much Au +
205
200/161
207
206
202/155
207/151
209
196/168
204
187
184/17
241
163/12
167
198
more compact with a metal– Pd2 +
2+
189
194/85
220
170/72
163/136
163
283/100
191
ligand
distance
of
only Pt 2 +
208
243/174
265
211
221/174
220/185
213
229/167
208
Hg
170 pm—although the ionic
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favor the formation of p complexes, and the coordination to
oxygen is somewhat less effective. Thus, palladium may
slightly more efficiently interact with the ring site, where the
p orbitals of the arene ligand may donate into the empty d
orbitals of the metal; here, a poff coordination is energetically in close proximity to the centrosymmetric one. Platinum
prefers an off-center conformation due to better overlap
with the electrophilic, relativistically lowered s orbital. Interestingly, the divalent Hg2 + ion on the other hand prefers the
s coordination over the ring site and preferentially binds to
the lone pair of the oxygen moiety. Here, the filled 5d shell
does not allow the straightforward L!TM p donation, and
the high charge density in the dication is best compensated
through a directional sO bond rather than interacting with a
diffuse p-electron cloud.
Pd2 + and Pt2 + both have triplet ground states with a d8
configuration giving rise to 3F4 terms. However, for both
HQ and Bz, all complexes have singlet electronic ground
states. In the benzene complexes of Pd2 + and Pt2 + , a centrosymmetric C6v structure would result in two singly occupied,
degenerate d(e2) orbitals. Within CS symmetry, they transform into a doubly occupied d(a’) orbital and an energetically less favorable dACHTUNGRE(a’’) orbital, such that a singlet configuration becomes more favorable over a triplet state. In a pcen
structure of the hydroquinone complex, C2 symmetry applies, and the two highest MOs of the ligand are no longer
degenerate. The heavier platinum complex is nevertheless
poff bound for more efficient L!TM donation into the lowlying empty 6s orbital of Pt due to the relativistic effect.
Binding of TMn + to Q: For most transition-metal complexes
of TMn + to Q, the ring site is less popular than the sO coordination. Due to its lower p electron density, quinone is a
less effective p donor than HQ. The lone electron pairs of
the carbonyl oxygen atoms in Q on the other hand are
stronger s donors than those of the hydroxy groups in HQ.
This is also corroborated by the orbital energies of the pACHTUNGRE(ring) MOs versus the s(O) ones: In Q, the sO MOs are
much closer in energy to the p HOMO than in HQ. Therefore, in the quinone complexes, sO coordination becomes
more important.
The lighter monocationic quinone complexes with Na + ,
Cu + , and Ag + are clearly sO-bound (see Table 1). Au + still
shows a slight preference for p coordination, but the O site
is close in energy. Like in the Au + –arene complexes, the pcoordinated Au + –Q binds off-center to the ring. Again,
symmetry restrictions are responsible for this phenomenon,
as in a centrosymmetric complex (which is of C2v symmetry)
the p HOMO belongs to the b1 irreducible representation
and does not mix with the 6s(a1) LUMO of Au + . In a CSsymmetric poff structure, both orbitals belong to the same a’
representation such that the electron transfer to the empty
6s orbital of gold is feasible. Due to the high ionization
energy of Q (IE = 10.1 eV),[37] the amount of electron transfer from quinone to Au + is, however, smaller than that from
HQ to the gold cation (q(Q) = 0.15).
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Because (unlike the noble metal monocations) the dicatACHTUNGREionic Pd2 + and Pt2 + have unoccupied d orbitals, their quinone complexes are of the C2v-symmetric pcen type. Here,
the p(b1) HOMO of Q may donate into an empty dxz(b1) orbital of the cationic metal. The d10 Hg2 + on the other hand
favors the sO site, in analogy to the Hg2 + –HQ complex.
Binding of neutral TM to HQ and Q: Upon completion of
the redox process, the reduced neutral metal is hosted inside
(or plated outside) the oxidized CQ nanotube, where it is in
contact with quinone moieties. Generally, the interaction energies of most neutral metals with either Q or HQ are much
weaker than in the corresponding cationic complexes, due to
the lack of contributions from ion–dipole interactions.
Rather, the L!TM p donation and TM!L p* backdonation are the only leading interactions, and p coordination
dominates over s-type bonding. The sO coordination is generally not preferred in the neutral complexes. If at all, such
structures are the weakest bound, and in the quinone structures, pCO coordination is the preferable site for binding
near an oxygen moiety.
The coinage metal atoms have a doublet ground state
with a filled d10 shell and an unpaired valence s electron. As
a consequence, the neutral Cu, Ag, and Au complexes are
loosely interacting doublet ground state structures (Table 3),
which may be viewed as weakly interacting species with an
unpaired electron in a more or less nonbonding HOMO.
The mercury complexes are a result of dispersive closed
shell–closed shell interactions between a singlet HQ/Q
ligand and singlet HgACHTUNGRE(5d106s2), which lead to similarly weak
interactions. These particularly weak interactions are also
reflected in the larger metal–ligand distances in these three
complexes (Table 4), as compared to those of the cationic
ones, for example, the incremental distance Ddring = 35, 27,
24, and 60 pm for the copper, silver, gold, and mercury complexes with HQ, respectively.
In marked contrast to copper, silver, gold, and mercury,
the neutral palladium complexes are bound more strongly.
Formally, a ground state PdACHTUNGRE(4d105s0) interacts with a p
ligand, such that the ligandLs HOMO donates into the

Table 3. Binding energies in kcal mol1 of neutral TM–L complexes (L =
HQ, Q) including ZPE contributions and BSSE corrections, calculated at
the MP2/aVTZ//MP2/aVDZ level of theory. Values are given only for
structures that correspond to the local minima. Boldface entries indicate
lowest energy structures.
ACHTUNGRE(TM–L)
pcen
ACHTUNGRE(Cu–L)
2
ACHTUNGRE(Ag–L)
2
ACHTUNGRE(Au–L)
1
ACHTUNGRE(Pd–L)
1
ACHTUNGRE(Pt–L)
1
ACHTUNGRE(Hg–L)
3
ACHTUNGRE(Pt–L)

2

1.4
2.5
5.9
29.2
39.9
6.9
17.5

L = HQ
poff
2.5
7.2
34.6
59.8

sO

20.6
0.6

pcen
12.2
ACHTUNGRE(~0)[a]
4.1
46.5
62.5
4.9
28.7

L=Q
poff
pCO

48.5
76.4
3.6

35.3
50.9

sO
0.0
0.7
11.0
35.4
0.9

[a] This value is actually slightly negative (2.3) due to BSSE. The
BSSE-corrected optimal energy conformation would give near zero binding energy.
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Table 4. Selected MP2/aVDZ structural parameters of neutral TM–L
complexes (L = HQ, Q), given in pm. dring denotes the length of the
TMn + –L distance vector perpendicular to the ligandLs plane which is defined by at least four carbon centers. For the off-center structures, the
distance doff of the TM-L axis (dring) away from the ring center is also
given. Boldface entries indicate lowest energy structures.
TM
pcen
dring
Cu
Ag
Au
Pd
Pt
Hg

205
254
252
182
177
303

L = HQ
poff
dring/doff
246/97
224/55
194/159
187/172

sO
dO

pcen
dring

202
368

165
198
228
182
174
333

L=Q
poff
pCO
dring/doff
dring/doff

195/149
186/164
319/126

189/231
167/262

sO
dO
265
269
202
189
324

empty s orbital of Pd, whereas the occupied d orbitals of Pd
contribute to the TM!L backbonding. For more efficient
pp–5s donation, the Pd complexes favor an off-center coordination.
The platinum complexes are more strongly bound than
the lighter palladium species, because the 6s orbital of Pt is
more electrophilic than the 5s orbital of Pd. The singlet
states of Pt(HQ) and Pt(Q) are lower in energy than the
triplet ones, despite that the ground state configuration of
neutral Pt is 3DACHTUNGRE(5d96s1). The promotion to a 1SACHTUNGRE(5d106s0) state
is preferred, which costs only 0.24 eV (6.5 kcal mol1;
weighted average over all J, where the energy level for each
state is calculated according to Equation (1)); the more
compact d10 s0 valence configuration allows a closer interaction with the ligand, while at the same time in the poff structure both the efficient electron transfer (to the low-lying 6s
orbital of Pt) and the dp–pp backbonding are also feasible.
J max
P

Eavg ¼

ð2J þ 1ÞEJ

J min

ð1Þ

ð2L þ 1Þð2S þ 1Þ

In the TM–HQ complexes, Au coordinates to C1–C2 such
that the HOMO of HQ may donate into the singly occupied
6s orbital of Au, in analogy to the cationic complex. Pt
binds to C2–C3, but C1–C2 coordination is almost isoenergetic—Pt is “ambivalent” in this respect, as it may coordinate
either starting from its 5d96s1 ground state configuration or
after promotion to the first excited 5d106s0 configuration.
The former allows p(HQ)–dxz(Pt) donation, while the latter,
allows p(HQ)–6s(Pt) donation. The remaining metals bind
to C2–C3.
Implications for the self-redox process: In the formation
of metal nanowires from the corresponding metal salt, there
are several competing factors that are decisive for efficiency
or even for mere occurrence of the redox reaction and selfsynthesis. Next to the obvious and necessary condition of
E0ACHTUNGRE(TMn+) < 0.70 V, which is the pre-requisite for the
redox reaction to take place, the most important aspect to
be concluded from the energetic properties is the following.
All transition-metal cations interact more strongly with HQ
than with Q. The relevance of this aspect is immediately
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clear when considering the stepwise procedure of coordination and electron transfer in the redox reaction. During the
coordination process, a transition-metal cation may approach either a HQ or Q moiety. To initiate the redox proACHTUNGREcess, the cation must bind to HQ. Once they are interacting,
HQ is oxidized to Q, while the metal cation is reduced to
the neutral state. Thus, even if the necessary condition regarding E0 is met, self-synthesis will only take place efficiently for those metal cations with a binding preference towards HQ over Q.
More importantly, the binding of TMn + with HQ is much
greater than that of TM with either HQ or Q, which ensures
continuous progress in the self-synthesis. In addition, the interaction energies of the neutral metals either are very weak
for both ligands or clearly favor binding to Q. Hence, once
the neutral metal is formed, it will not block the interaction
sites of the reduced form of the ligand (i.e., HQ), such that
the HQ sites are available for the remaining metal cations
to be reduced to the corresponding neutrals.
Furthermore, to form 1D nanowire structures, the BE of
TM–Q should be smaller than (or at least comparable to)
that of a 1D TM nanowire, such that aggregation is favored
over formation of isolated TM atoms coordinated to Q.
During the growth process, different stages of dimensionality are passed along the way from the initial dimerization
step. The resulting cohesive energy per metal atom generally
increases from an isolated dimer via a 1D wire and a 2D
layer to the three-dimensional (3D) bulk (Figure 4,
Table 5).[42–46] Therefore, an initially weak bimetallic interaction may be overcome in a final 1D or 2D metallic array,
but encompasses a barrier en route to the metallic product.
The above condition for wire formation, that is, D0ACHTUNGRE(TM–
Q) < BEACHTUNGRE(1D-TM), is met for Ag (22 @ 0 in kcal mol1),
Au (41 @ 4) and Pt (77 76) [also for Hg (2 5)] (Table 5)
among the five metals, which satisfy the redox potential condition [E0ACHTUNGRE(TMn+) < 0.7 V]. In the case of Hg, we expect
that the nanowire formation would be more likely to be
nanorod-like with a few atoms in the cross section, as sug-

Figure 4. Comparison of binding energies per transition metal for TM–Q,
(TM)2, 1D, 2D, and 3D structures of the transition metal.
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Table 5. Binding energies of neutral TM with Q and cohesive energies of
neutral TM.[a]
TM

TM-Q

(TM)2[b]

ACHTUNGRE(Exptl)[c]

1D[b]

2D[b]

3D[b]

ACHTUNGRE(Exptl)[d]

Cu
Ag
Au
Pd
Pt
Hg

ACHTUNGRE[12.2]
ACHTUNGRE[0.0]
ACHTUNGRE[4.1]
ACHTUNGRE[48.5]
ACHTUNGRE[76.4]
ACHTUNGRE[4.9]

22.8
21.3
28.3
5.9
30.6
2.3

ACHTUNGRE(25.5)
ACHTUNGRE(19.0)
ACHTUNGRE(26.5)
ACHTUNGRE(12.5)
ACHTUNGRE(36.0)
ACHTUNGRE(1.0)

33.4
21.7
41.0
24.7
76.6
2.3

62.7
42.0
67.6
58.1
114.1
10.4

80.0
55.6
76.3
83.5
126.4
19.4

ACHTUNGRE(80.5)
ACHTUNGRE(68.0)
ACHTUNGRE(87.9)
ACHTUNGRE(89.7)
ACHTUNGRE(134.7)
ACHTUNGRE(13.5)

[a] Values in bracktets are from MP2/aVTZ calculations, while the others
are from full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FPLAPW) calculations. All energies are in kcal mol(TM)1; thus the binding energy for
the dimer per mole of TM is half a dimerization energy. [b] Ref. [42–44].
[c] Ref. [51–54]. [d] Ref. [39].

gested by experiment. In the case of the Ag/Au system, the
TM–Q binding energy (0/4 kcal mol1) is very weak, while
both, the dimerization energy (21/28 kcal mol1) as well as
the 1D-TM nanowire formation energy (22/41 kcal mol1)
are large. This indicates that the formation of a metallic
nanostructure is favored over formation of isolated metal
atoms coordinated to quinone moieties, resulting in effective
nanowire formation. On the other hand, for the Pd system,
the Pd–Q binding energy (49 kcal mol1) is much larger than
the 1D nanowire formation energy (25 kcal mol1), which
forbids the nanowire formation; thus, the 2D film formation
is favored because BEACHTUNGRE(2D-TM) = 58 kcal mol1 is larger than
that of Pd–Q (49 kcal mol1). As a consequence, metal nanowire growth is expected to occur efficiently for Ag and Au,
but not for Pd, while Pt and Hg will exhibit competing behavior between aggregation to nanowires or nanorods and
attachment to the ligand. This trend is actually mirrored
from the experimental implications.

Conclusion
We have discussed the interactions in transition-metal HQ/
Q model systems relevant to the metal nanowire formation
in calix[4]hydroquinone nanotubes. In general, the p-bound
structures are influenced by symmetry restrictions, which
affect charge transfer and orbital interactions; that is, offcenter p coordination may throughout be traced back to
symmetry constraints in analogy to the TM + –benzene complexes. In most cationic complexes investigated, ring-bound
structures are preferred for HQ due to the synergetic L!
TM bonding and TM!L backbonding contributions, while
the O-bound species gain their importance in the case of Q;
the dicationic mercury complexes favor the sO coordination
in both cases owing to the high oxophilicity of the mercury
dication. Without exception, the HQ complexes are bound
more strongly than the corresponding quinone complexes,
because the higher electron density in HQ provides more efficient L!TM donation and charge transfer to the electrondeficient metal. For the neutral counterparts, on the other
hand, none of the transition metals favors binding near an
oxygen site. Rather, all minimum structures are p-bound at
the ring-site, and all neutral complexes investigated here are
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less strongly bound than their cationic counterparts owing
to the lack of ion–dipole interactions. While the neutral
complexes of silver, gold and mercury are barely bound, palladium and platinum interact with noticeable strength with
the respective organic ligands; in the latter two cases, a compact d10 s0 valence configuration in the metal, upon complexation, allows a closer interaction with the ligand.
With regard to the real CHQ/CQ system, the model
system chosen in this work also explains the efficiency of
the overall process in which favorable synergy aspects play a
key role. A preferential binding of TM cations to HQ enACHTUNGREables efficient initiation of the self-assembly for the redox
process to occur spontaneously. At the same time, weak
binding of neutral TM species towards either Q or HQ warrants a smooth continuation of the process by ensuring that
the coordination sites of still unreacted HQ are preserved
for further cationic species to be reduced. Aggregation of
neutral TM to form nanowire assemblies is viable if the 1D
nanowire formation energy is larger than the TM–L binding
energy. Thus, the nanowire formation is most efficient for
TM = Ag/Au, but less favorable for TM = Pt/Hg, while Pd
cannot form nanowires but it can form 2D layers.
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